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Abstract
The education is very important for improving the values of students in the society. Different
types of features like school related features, student related features, parent related features and
teacher related features are influencing the success rate of students in their education. Identification
of best features from the huge set of features for analyzing the success or failure of a student is one
important challenge to the research community and academicians. The set of features information
is collected for preparing the student dataset also one difficult task in the prediction of student academic performance. We collected a student dataset of different schools that contains 4965 student’s
information. The dataset contains information of 45 features of different categories such as school
related features, student related features, parent related features and teacher related features. All
features are not useful for predicting the academic performance of a student. The Data mining
methods are applied in various research domains including education to extract hidden information
from datasets. The feature selection algorithms are used to determine the best informative features
by eliminating the irrelevant and redundant features. In this work, Relief-F Budget Tree Random
Forest feature selection algorithm is used to identify the relevant features in the collected school
dataset. Five different machine learning models are used to predict the efficiency of feature selection
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algorithm. The decision tree model shows best accuracy for student academic performance prediction compared with other models. The experimental results display that the RFBTRF algorithm
identifies the best informative features for enhancing the accuracy of student academic performance
prediction and also reduces the over-fitting issues. The experiment started with individual features
and then continued with combination of different categories of features. It was observed that the
accuracy of student academic performance prediction is decreased when some categories of features
are added to other categories of features.
Keywords: Student Academic Performance Prediction, Machine Learning Models, Educational
Data Mining, Feature Selection Algorithms.
1. Introduction
Education is very important for the society to improve knowledge about surroundings, ethical
values and job skills in the humans. Different factors are influencing the success and failure rate
of students in their education. The academicians are struggling a lot across the world to minimize
the student failures. They follow different types of strategies like counselling, remedial classes,
additional tests and assignments to improve the performance of a student. Even though, every
year student failure rates, poor performances and college dropout numbers perturb academicians
and parents. Most of the studies suggest that the performance of a student is affected by different
categories of features such as social, economic, demographic and individual attributes. Specifically,
some of the features like attendance percentage, health, social background, parents’ occupation,
parental support, alcohol consumption and internet usage hours are influencing more on student
performance. Educational Data Mining (EDM) is one research domain that implements data mining
and machine learning techniques in education to improve the performance of a student. The data
mining techniques are helpful to identify hidden patterns in the student dataset and these patterns are
extremely useful and interesting to academicians to develop methods for enhancing student academic
performance. EDM is used for analysis and visualisation of student data, building recommendation
systems for learners, constructing curriculum, detecting behaviours of learners, E-student modelling,
student performance prediction and in several other areas. EDM consists of an amalgamation of
techniques to analyse and improve the science of the teaching-learning processes. In these days,
High dimensionality in case of more features is a bigger problem in machine learning approaches [15].
Several researchers do experiments on this problem to lessen the features count in the experiment.
Researchers used statistical methods to avoid redundant data and to reduce noise data. Nevertheless,
all features are not used to train the model. The feature selection techniques play major role to
enhance the efficiency of a model by using with relevant and non-redundant features. Education is a
necessary and complex process that affected by several factors such as policies of education, economic
prosperity of nation etc. [16]. The accurate estimations of academic performance of a student at
early times of degree programme help a lot to identify the weak students and enable the academicians
to take the necessary actions to avoid the students from failure [13]. Many researchers developed
different machine learning techniques for better analysis of knowledge of students. Most of these
techniques shows good estimation in accurate prediction of Student Academic Performance (SAP)
in future as well as estimate the effective student features [3]. Majorly, there are four important
reasons such as avoid the curse of dimensionality, reduce the over-fitting problem by improving
generalization, decrease the training time and reduce the number of features for the importance of
feature selection techniques. In the field of data analysis and processing, the datasets are described
with huge number of features or attributes that are used to estimate the usability and applicability
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of the data [11]. The classification algorithms face a challenge of paying attention to data imbalance
problems [5]. Several factors or features are influencing the student academic performance, but it is
very difficult to identify which set of features impact is more in improving the academic performance
of a student. In this aspect, the feature selection algorithms are used to identify which set of features
are influencing more the performance of student. The feature selection algorithms play an important
role in the recognition of relevant features for predicting the student academic performance. The
feature selection algorithms are majorly divided into three classes such filter based, wrapper based
and embedded based feature selection algorithms. The filter based feature selection algorithms
identify the important features by computing the score of features. The score of a feature is high
means the feature is more relevant for the class. The filter based methods are not using any machine
learning models involvement to determine the importance of a feature. The wrapper based methods
divides the features into different subsets. The machine learning models are used by the wrapper
based methods to identify the important feature subset from a set of subsets. The embedded based
methods used machine learning models directly to identify the important features from a set of
features. The wrapper based and embedded based methods used machine learning models to identify
the important features, whereas the filter based methods are not using any machine learning models
to identify the importance of a feature. In this work, a filter based feature selection method named as
Relief-F Budget Tree Random Forest Tree (RFBTRF) algorithm [7] is used to identify the informative
features This paper is planned in six sections. The section 2 explains the analysis of existing works in
student performance prediction. The section 3 presents the description about the collected student
dataset used in this experiment. The section 4 explains the RFBTRF feature selection algorithm.
The experimental results for student academic performance prediction are displayed in section 5.
The conclusions to this work are described in section 6.
2. Literature Survey
The data mining techniques are used by several researchers in EDM to predict the academic performance of a student. Concepción Burgos et al., implemented [4] data mining methods to the dataset
of student history for predicting the dropout students of a course. They applied logistic regression
model for classification of data and filter irrelevant features. The proposed method performance was
tested on various distance learning courses data of Madrid Open University that are registered by
100 students. The authors observed that the dropout reduced by 14% with the proposed method
when compared with previous academic years. Eduardo Fernandes et al., proposed [8] a prediction
method and applied this method on the dataset collected from public school of the Federal District
of Brazil. The proposed method performance is tested by using two datasets and the method is
applied for analysing the data. Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) classifier is used for predicting
the performance of a student. The experimental results show that the school and residence of a
student are two factors influencing more the student academic performance. They observed that
the requirement of different factors for improving the performance of student. Raheela Asif, et al.,
concentrated [2] on two tasks such as predicting the performance of a student at the end of academic
programme of four-year and possible progressions of students. The dataset contains two classes such
high and low achieving students. They used decision tree for feature selection and applied k-means
algorithm for classification. The proposed method is tested on the dataset for predicting the performance of a student. They observed that the experimental results of proposed method show good
performance. Sumyea Helal et al., established [10] a subgroup discovery for extracting the important
aspects related to the outcome of student performance. The developed method used different types
of information such as student academic data, course data, demographics data and data extracted
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from learning management system of institution to investigate the performance of a system. The
experimental results show that the subgroup discovery identifies the factors effectively. The developed method performance is analysed by using Moodle data. Feras Al-Obeidat et al., developed
[1] a hybrid technique by combining fuzzy multi-criteria classification and decision tree to predict
the academic performance of a student. The performance of a system is analysed by using various
factors related to family size, age and school. The developed technique performance is tested by
using two datasets such as UCI Math and UCI Portuguese datasets. The proposed method performance was analysed and compared with existing methods by using various standard classifiers. The
feature selection algorithms were used to improve the system performance. Costa et al., developed
[6] a fine-tuning method for predicting the performance of s student and applied data pre-processing
methods. The combination of support vector machine, fine-tuning method and data pre-processing
techniques attained higher efficiency than other standard methods. In data pre-processing method,
SMOTE technique is used for balancing the data in the dataset and Information Gain algorithms is
applied for dimensionality reduction. The parameters of SVM are fine-tuned by using Grid-Search
method. The Grey Wolf Optimization technique was used as a feature selection method to enhance
the efficiency of the proposed method. Li et al., solved [12] the class noise and imbalance problems
in the dataset by proposing cost function based randomized learning algorithm. The randomized
learning algorithm developed by using weight least square problem. The performance of proposed
method is compared with existing standard methods for predicting the performance of student. The
experimental results show that the proposed method solved the problems of label errors and data
imbalance problems. Son and Fujita developed [9] an adaptive fuzzy technique to enhance the prediction accuracy of student performance. The proposed technique processes both local and global
learning. In local learning, the settings of parameters in fuzzy technique were done by using hybrid
method. In global learning, the random subsets were selected for training. In the parameter learning, the hybrid method is the combination of Particle Swarm Optimization and Gradient descent
methods. The proposed method performance is validated by using different datasets of UCI and
compared with various standard methods. The performance of learning rate and classification are
needed to be enhanced for attaining best efficiency from the model. Radwan and Cataltepea solved
[14] the problem of class imbalance in the dataset by applying two noise reduction methods. The
combination of threshold method and over-sampling technique of SMOTE were used in the proposed
method to choose the best boundary among classes and for balancing the training dataset. The proposed method is validated by using a dataset of UCI Portuguese dataset. The experimental results
show that the developed method shows good performance in the process of noise reduction. They
observed that the parameter selection methods enhanced the predictive performance of student.
3. Description about Dataset
The dataset is collected from different schools that contain 4965 student’s information. Each
student information is described with four categories of features such as student features, parent
features, school features and teacher features. The table 1 shows the student features. The set of
Features considered in this experiment are
• Student features: Consist of Nine Attributes like Student id, age, Distance from home to school,
health problem, year, Attendance, Hostel, Reason to choose the school, goout time.
• Parent Features: Consist of Nine Attributes like Family size, Pstatus, fedu, medu, mjob, fjob,
guardian, famsup, pAlchoholic.
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Table 1: Student Features

• School Features: Consist of six Attributes like Traveltime, study time, schoolsup, feerange,
Activities, Have Qualified teacher.
• Teacher Features: Consist of 18 features like TelExp, Tfeedback, Tmarks , HinExp, Hfeedback, Hinmarks, EngExp, Engfeedback, Engmarks, mathExp, Mfeedback, Mathmarks, SciExp,
Scifeedback, Scimarks, SocExp, Socfeedback, Socmarks.
• Considered SA-1, SA-2, SA-3 Marks and Grade as Class label for predicting the Performance
of Students.
4. RFBTRF Feature Selection Method
The main aim of this work is predicting student academic performance using only a few features
for each student. The prediction was done by using classification algorithms. The feature selection
algorithms are helped to find the required set of features for analysis. Student academic performance
was predicted by using each set of selected features. Based on these results, a small student feature
set was passed as input for the classification algorithms to give the best prediction results. In this
work, a feature selection algorithm named as RFBTRF method is used to identify best informative
features for predicting student academic performance. The Fig. 1 shows the RFBTRF method.
The steps in the RFBTRF method are depicted in figure 2.
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Table 2: Parent Features

Table 3: shows the school related features
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Table 4: Teacher Features

Figure 1: RFBTRF Feature selection method
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Figure 2: Basic structure of the Relief-F Budget Random Forest Feature Selection Method

RFBTRF Algorithm steps
1. Initially Apply Relief-f method.
2. Randomly select an instance and Calculate hits and misses
Ci = Ci − (xi − nearHiti )2 + (xi − nearM issi )2
3. Based on this hits and misses calculate cost of feature.
Pk
j=1 dif f (A, ri , hj )
C [A] = C [A] −
(m, k)

(4.1)

(4.2)

Whereas C[A], is indicated as weight value of all attributes A and depend on value ri. The ri is
the randomly selected instance. The random instance searches for k of its nearest neighbours from
the same class, called nearest hits hj.
4. After calculating the cost of features, the weighted values are forwarded to Relief-F Budget tree
Random Forest Algorithm, Which iteratively builds the decision trees with low acquisition cost by
greedy tree, where each tree is grown by random independent data sampling and feature splitting,
by information gain that produce a collection of independent identically distributed tree.
5. Calculate the Budget based on average cost of validation set.
6. The samples of RFBTRF are trained by greedy tree function for classifying the features.
7. The greedy tree calculates the feature importance value, based on the cost value and
feature set that lie within the budgeted feature dimension.
min

max

computer(t) = gt Gt ioutcomes
computer(t) =

c(t)
F (s) − F (Sigt )

(4.3)

Cost of f eatures
f eature selected − set of examples f or previously trained samples average
(4.4)
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Table 5: The accuracies of SAP prediction when student features are used

Classifiers
KNN
ANN
NB
DT
SVM

Accuracy
64.45
64.35
85.90
92.34
64.35

Figure 3: The accuracies of different classifiers for SAP prediction when student features are used

Whereas Sigt , is the set of examples in S that has outcome i using classifier with feature importance
t. Features that are less than the budget are eliminated.
8. Select the features.
9. Apply classifiers for prediction of accuracy.

5. Experimental Results
The experiment is conducted for student performance prediction. Five different classifiers are
used in the experiment to predict the accuracy of student performance prediction when different sets
of features are used. The Table 1 shows the experimental results of student academic performance
prediction when student features are used to represent the vectors.
In Fig. 3, the DT classifier attained best accuracy of 92.34% for student academic performance
prediction. The DT classifier shows best performance for SAP prediction when compared with other
classifiers. The Table 2 shows the experimental results of student academic performance prediction
when school features are used to represent the vectors.
In Fig. 4, the DT classifier attained best accuracy of 96.57% for student academic performance
prediction. The DT classifier shows best performance for SAP prediction when compared with other
classifiers. The Table 3 shows the experimental results of student academic performance prediction
when Teacher features are used to represent the vectors.
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Table 6: The accuracies of SAP prediction when school features are used

Classifiers
KNN
ANN
NB
DT
SVM

Accuracy
94.86
92.34
92.04
96.57
93.85

Figure 4: The accuracies of different classifiers for SAP prediction when school features are used

Table 7: The accuracies of SAP prediction when Teacher features are used

Classifiers
KNN
ANN
NB
DT
SVM

Accuracy
92.95
80.26
93.55
96.77
70.09
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Figure 5: The accuracies of different classifiers for SAP prediction when teacher features are used
Table 8: The accuracies of SAP prediction when combination of student features and parent features are used

Classifiers
KNN
ANN
NB
DT
SVM

Accuracy
64.45
55.58
90.23
98.89
64.35

In Fig. 5, the DT classifier attained best accuracy of 96.77% for student academic performance
prediction. The DT classifier shows best performance for SAP prediction when compared with other
classifiers. The Table 4 shows the experimental results of student academic performance prediction
when combination of student features and parent features are used to represent the vectors. In Fig. 6,
the DT classifier attained best accuracy of 98.89% for student academic performance prediction. The
DT classifier shows best performance for SAP prediction when compared with other classifiers. The
Table 5 shows the experimental results of student academic performance prediction when combination
of student features, parent features and school features are used to represent the vectors.
In Fig. 7, the DT classifier attained best accuracy of 98.89% for student academic performance
prediction. The DT classifier shows best performance for SAP prediction when compared with other
classifiers. The Table 6 shows the experimental results of student academic performance prediction

Table 9: The accuracies of SAP prediction when combination of student features, parent features and school features
are used

Classifiers
KNN
ANN
NB
DT
SVM

Accuracy
64.45
64.55
91.13
98.89
64.35
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Figure 6: The accuracies of different classifiers for SAP prediction when student features and parent features are used

Figure 7: The accuracies of different classifiers for SAP prediction when student features, parent features and school
features are used
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Table 10: The accuracies of SAP prediction when combination of student features, parent features, school features
and teacher features are used

Classifiers
KNN
ANN
NB
DT
SVM

Accuracy
64.65
91.33
92.04
97.88
64.35

Figure 8: The accuracies of different classifiers for SAP prediction when student features, parent features, school
features and teacher features are used

when combination of student features, parent features, school features and teacher features are used
to represent the vectors. Table 6. The accuracies of SAP prediction when combination of student
features, parent features, school features
In Fig. 8, the DT classifier attained best accuracy of 97.88% for student academic performance
prediction. The DT classifier shows best performance for SAP prediction when compared with other
classifiers.
In this experiment, the combination of student features and parent features attained best accuracy
of 98.89% for predicting the student academic performance. It was observed that the accuracy
was not changed when added the school features to the combination of student features and parent
features. It was also observed that the addition of teacher features to the combination of student
features, parent features and school features, there was a diminishing in the accuracy of student
academic performance prediction. The school features alone attained good accuracy for predicting
the academic performance of a student.
6. Conclusions
Feature selection plays an important role in reducing irrelevant features and improves the performance of machine learning Algorithms. RFBTRF feature selection method is used to reduce
the irrelevant features and improve the student performance prediction rate. Experimental results
demonstrated the addition of new features on the collected school dataset. RFBTRF feature selection method is used on the dataset and different classifiers such as SVM, KNN, NBC, ANN and DT
performance is compared in terms of accuracy. By addition of new features on the dataset most important features are selected using RFBTRF Method and classifier performance is measured. From
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the experimental results in addition of new features some classifier performance is stable and some
classifier performance is either increasing or decreasing, this is due to the instances used in the dataset
and basing on the nearest neighbour instances in the dataset.
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